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Performance instructions
Ptelea is written in time-space notation: each notional bar has a duration of six seconds, with each system therefore lasting eighteen
seconds and the piece having a total duration of a little over seven minutes.
Ptelea can be performed in two distinct ways. The first, simpler version is as a strict monody. In this case, all stems, beams, lines, and
parentheses in the score should be ignored; each indicated pitch should be performed in the given order and sustained until the next,
with no break—except where necessary for breaths—through the duration of the piece. There should be no differentiation of attack
whatsoever, the piece having an essential flat, extremely quiet surface. The second, more complex version presents an impossible
polyphonic surface, as much of which should be realised as possible. Pitches grouped together by a beam should be linked by smooth
glissandi. This is true despite the fact that there are as many as four concurrent lines of this type. In an ideal performance—which is to say
an unimaginable and inconceivable one—all indicated lines, and thus all glissandi would sound simultaneously. An exception to the
constant motion of the glissandi may be seen where a line extends from a pitch to another identical pitch in parentheses: these are fixed
pitches, ending at the parenthesised pitch; like the glissandi, theoretically and conceptually they continue as part of a polyphonic texture.
All manner of ways of achieving this polyphony are licit—including singing through the instrument, the use of multiphonics, or indeed
using a device like a Frampton tube to amplify sine waves through the clarinet body—as long as the clarinet tone predominates. If any of
these techniques generates additional pitched material which is not indicated in the score, this is wholly welcome. The first note of each
grouping should be slap tongued (at the lowest dynamic possible to make this effective). Any independent pitch—written as a
semiquaver—should also be slap tongued. In practical terms, it may be expected that, in the attempt to perform the second version, some
parts of the performance will necessarily remain close to the first version, especially in more rapid passages.
The two versions may be performed simultaneously by two bass clarinettists. In line with the instructions above, a version of the piece
where all of the glissandi of version two are pre-recorded (even if all lines are pre-recorded independently, one by one) and version one is
played live alongside the recording would also represent a wholly reasonable interpretation of the score.

Programme note
Ptelea, for bass clarinet, is an extension of my earlier vocal quintet, hamadryads, and, like that earlier piece, makes use in the generation of
its pitch material of Josquin’s Déploration on the death of Johannes Ockeghem, Nymphes des bois. It follows Karya for Disklavier (2011), Syke
for marimba and accordion (2013), and Balanos for organ and fixed media (2013) in a series of pieces taking Josquin’s lament as a starting
point, each based on a particular ‘reading’ of the source text and taking the title of one of the eight types of hamadryad named in the
Greek mythological tradition. Ptelea is named for the hamadryad who was bonded to the elm.
Ptelea was written for Heather Roche and lasts a little over seven minutes.
Martin Iddon, Chesterfield, 10 April 2014

